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ABSTRACT

Article history:

This exploratory research explores the concept of a digital legacy as a general
concept and as a collection of digital possessions with unique characteristics.
The results reported in this article are part of a larger study. In Cushing (2013),
the author identified the characteristics of a digital possession. In this study,
these characteristics of a digital possession were utilized to explore how the
characteristics of several digital possessions could form a collection, or a digital
legacy. In addition to being explored as a collection of digital possessions,
data was collected about the general concept of a digital legacy. In part I
of the study, 23 participants from three age groups were interviewed about
their general concept of a digital legacy. Five general characteristics describing
a digital legacy were identified. In part II of the study, interview data from
Cushing (2013) was used to create statements describing digital possessions.
The statements were classified utilizing the archival concept of primary and
secondary values, as well as the consumer behavior concepts of self extension
to possessions and possession attachment. Primary value refers to the purpose
for which the item was created, while secondary value refers to an additional
value that the participants can perceive the item to hold, such as a perception
that an item can represent one’s identity. Using standard Q method procedure,
48 participants were directed to rank their agreement with 60 statements (written
on cards), along a distribution of ‐5 to +5, according to the characteristics
of the digital possession they would most like to maintain for a digital legacy.
The ranked statements were analyzed using Q factor analysis, in order to
perceive the most common statements associated with maintaining digital possessions for a digital legacy. Q method results suggested that most individuals
described the digital possessions they wanted to maintain for a digital legacy
using various combinations of characteristics associated with primary and secondary values. This suggests that while some participants will respond to personal
archiving based on the concept of preserving identity (a perceived secondary
value), this will not appeal to everyone. Information professional could consider
this difference in appeal when marketing personal archiving assistance to patrons.
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1. Introduction
Nearly two decades ago, Cunningham (1994/1996) wrote of the onslaught of electronic records
and suggested that archivists advise creators of digital content on how to maintain their personal
collections. He argued that it was in archivists’ best interest to do so, so the digital collections
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could continue to remain accessible and eventually be accessioned into institutional collections.
Cunningham’s suggestion provides scaffolding for the creation of a suite of personal information
consulting services for library and archives users that information professionals could offer as a
part of public services. However, before this is possible, it is necessary to identify concepts on
which to build a foundation for these services. A digital legacy is one concept that could be explored
for it’s potential use in the personal information advising service that Cunningham describes.
Archivists utilize the concept of value to identify the material they will preserve for the future.
Primary value refers to material that’s value is derived from purposes for which it was originally
created, while secondary value refers to value that is based on characteristics and purposes beyond
that of which it was originally created. Perceptions of secondary value evolve over time: material
that was created for one purpose may be utilized for another purpose years after creation. While
this concept of primary and secondary value has mainly been applied in archival appraisal, it may
have use for individuals as they identify which digital possessions will constitute a digital legacy.
This study utilizes the concepts of primary and secondary value to investigate the concept of
a digital legacy and the desire to maintain digital possessions for a digital legacy. The concept
of a digital legacy could be of use to information professionals who might offer guidance to individuals
as they attempt to construct a digital legacy.
In the first Stage of Cushing’s study (Cushing, 2013), the author found that individuals could
differentiate between personal digital objects using the concept of digital possessions. Personal digital
objects that a) provided evidence of the individual, b) represented the individual’s identity, c) were
recognized as having value, and d) exhibited a sense of bounded control were characterized as
digital possessions. Some participants reported that these digital possessions had greater potential
for preservation. Utilizing these findings, the next part of Cushing’s study explored how individuals
utilized the concept of digital possessions to conceive of a digital legacy. This article reports the
findings of the second part of Cushing’s study, which explored the concept of a digital legacy and
how a collection of digital possessions could communicate a digital legacy.
The concept of maintaining a digital legacy was explored as a method of building a collection
of personal digital items. Research on collecting behavior has found that individuals construct conceptual
boundaries when building a collection. The characteristics that participants’ associated with the
digital items they selected to maintain for a digital legacy may serve as the boundaries that individuals
use to appraise their personal digital material, which can be useful in future preservation research.

2. Literature review
Several bodies of literature were used to inform this research. Literature that reports on the concept
of early intervention with potential donors to archival institutions, as well as studies that utilize
the method of early intervention, provided a basis from which to guide the purpose of the study.
The concept of personal digital archiving provides evidence of individuals’ needs for preservation
guidance. The concept of digital possessions serves as a method with which to differentiate personal
digital information that has greater potential for curation and preservation. Studies that explore
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collecting behavior supply theoretical underpinnings for the building of individual, conceptual boundaries to appraise personal digital material into digital legacy collection.

2.1. Archivists and early intervention with creators of digital content
Examples of archivists offering preservation expertise to potential donors provides one of the
most substantial early examples of archivists offering personal information management advice about
personal digital materials. However, these examples state that providing this personal preservation
advice was motivated by a concern for the stability of digital records that would some day become
part of institutional archives holdings.
In his early discussion of the challenges archivists faced in accessioning electronic personal records
into institutional archives, Cunningham (1994) suggested that collecting archivists become actively
involved in the pre‐custodial records creation phase of personal recordkeeping, with the thought
that the personal records would some day be accessioned to an institutional archive. By creating
an early relationship with the donor/creator and maintaining the relationship over time, the archivist
could provide advice to the creator as she managed her collection, leading to a more substantial
(potential) donation in the future.
The theme of early intervention was also present in articles that documented viewpoints of archivists
recounting their personal experiences working with personal records collections held at archival
institutions, and personal observations of archival work. Paquet (2000) chronicled her experiences
working with personal records at the national archives of Canada. In recounting, sheexplained that
if archivists intervened shortly after records were created, archivists could then have opportunities
to educate creators about the necessity of preserving their electronic records. Paquet (2000) discussed
her two pronged strategy to address personal records when working with donors, a proactive approach
to address recently created records and a passive approach to address records created using older
forms of technology that potential donors may not be able to access using current technology.
Thomas developed the Personal Archives Accessible in Digital Media (PARADIGM) project “to
explore how archivists might select, acquire, process, store, preserve and provide access to the
digital archives of individuals for the use of future researchers” (Thomas, 2007, p. 29). Archivists
who worked with the PARADIGM project practiced Cunningham’s (1994/1999) suggested early
intervention (Thomas, 2007). The PARADIGM project archivists visited politicians and their staff
in political offices to discuss deposit and preservation, as well as to learn which records were
most important to the politicians and their staff. The PARADIGM archivists used a survey stage
to discover the importance of records. In this survey stage, screen prints or text files of directory
lists on all office computers were captured so that the archivists and political staff could begin
a dialogue about the digital files (Thomas, 2007). While the project team found the records survey
useful, it only provided general information about what existed on a single computer: it did not
engage the creator in appraisal and selection of material for preservation.
The Digital Lives project did not explicitly apply Cunningham’s suggestion of early intervention:
the project aimed to collect information about the potential of personal digital archival collections
for future research, to understand how individuals engaged with personal computers, and to make
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individuals aware of the necessity of maintaining personal archival collections (John et al., 2010).
As part of the Digital Lives project, project team members interviewed archivists who work
with personal collections (in both analog and digital form) to obtain their views and suggestions
on how to maintain personal digital content. The Digital Lives team found that the archivists “wished
for instruction manuals” on how to maintain personal digital collections that the archivists could
then “enable them to advise in turn the digital public” (John et al., 2010, p. 99‐100). These research
studies suggest information professionals’ interest in resources that they could employ to help them
advise patrons in personal information archiving.
As is evidenced by the body of work, archival scholars recognize the need to provide assistance
to creators of digital content, due to the fragile nature of the material. However, this research has
yet to identify tangible concepts that archivists could harness to formalize these interactions with
creators of digital content that may some day be maintained for the long term.
While not connected to the studies described above, the concepts of primary value and secondary
value are well known to archivists and are commonly utilized when appraising archival collections
for potential value, before ingesting material into an institutional collection. In Modern Archives:
Principles and Techniques (1956) Theodore Schellenberg, “the father of American archival appraisal,”
explains that public archives have two different kinds of values: primary value to those from whom
they originated and secondary value to other users. Secondary value evolves over time. Archives
are typically concerned with collecting material that has a secondary value, while libraries are concerned
with collecting material with primary value. For example, the primary value of the United States
Census is to determine population figures. Over time, the census has taken on a secondary value
for genealogists, who utilize the record to discover information about their ancestors. The concept
of primary and secondary value is vital to archivists as they determine value in material, but it
also has relevance to individuals as they distinguish digital possessions and determine which digital
possessions create a digital legacy.

2.2. The concept of self in the preservation of personal digital collections
Several researchers, many from the human computer interaction (HCI) community, have explored
individuals’ maintaining practices of digital material. The common thread in these studies is the
concept of self and its influences in the preservation of personal material. The concept of a digital
legacy involves these concepts of self.
When describing the personal information management (PIM) meta‐level activity of maintaining,
Jones (2008) breaks maintaining into several stages, the last stage being “maintaining information
for our lives and beyond.” In this stage, individuals maintain digital material that may exist beyond
the individual’s life. According to Jones, most personal digital information was maintained for reuse,
but personal digital information “for our lives and beyond” suggests that the digital material may
be maintained for more than reuse, a concept present in many of the HCI studies described below.
Kaye et al. (2006) conducted site visits, office tours, and semi‐structured interviews with 48
scholars at a university in order to understand the personal archiving strategies of academics. Kaye
et al. found that academics archived material in order to retrieve it later, to build a legacy, to
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share information, to preserve important possessions and, to construct identity. These values could
effect the design of a personal archive. In addition, the design of the personal archive frequently
reflected the creator. Similar to the findings of PARADIGM and the Digital Lives projects, Kaye
et al. was also unable to identify any “best practices” for archiving among the scholars, due to
the differences in use of tools and individual goals, methods, and styles. Kaye et al.’s finding
that individuals archive to construct identity is similar to the archiving values of defining the self,
also discussed by Kirk and Sellen (2010).
Kirk and Sellen (2010) found that physical and digital possessions often served as a trace of,
or mechanism for, “sacred” things (things regarded with some kind of reverence). Participants imbued
the possessions with value because they served as traces of something sacred. Fewer digital possessions
than physical or “hybrid” (possessions with physical and digital characteristics) possessions were
kept.
The maintained possessions were often removed from functional use. The most common digital
items were digital photos and videos. Emails were less popular, but were kept by at least one
couple, that kept the emails from when they had first dated. The authors identified six values associated
with home archiving, beyond the broad purpose of remembering: defining the self, forgetting, fulfilling
duty, framing the family, connecting with the past, and honoring those we care about.
In order to develop new technologies that would enhance individuals’ perceptions of value in
their virtual possessions, Odom, Zimerman, and Forlizzi (2011) interviewed 21 teens and tweens
(ages 12‐17) in their bedrooms, about their material and virtual possessions, as well as had each
participant provide a tour of their bedroom.
Odom et. al, found that homework assignments, blog entries, status messages from SMS, archived
SMS messages, digital video, digital artwork, digital music and digital photos to exist in participant’s
collections. In addition, Odom et al. found several characteristics associated with virtual possessions,
including but not limited to
∙ Evidence participants were transitioning to the cloud for file management because of the ubiquitous
access the cloud provided;
∙ A desire to move virtual possessions around a digital environment;
∙ An understanding that virtual possessions can represent identity to others; and
∙ A feeling of control over social networking sites, in contrast to their physical location as teens
(living in their parents homes)
Odom et. al suggested that a focus on the accrual of metadata, placelessness and presence, and
presentation of selves would provide the greatest avenues for design. While not focused on maintaining
digital possessions, Odom et al. still discerned findings relevant to maintaining digital possessions.
Concerned with the idea of passing on material and the desire to understand how individuals
remember and what they would like to remember about their lives, Petrelli, van den Hoven and
Whittaker (2009) directed 10 families to create a time capsule of items that represented themselves
that would be viewed 25 years later. The authors found that photographs were the most common
item added to the time capsules; possessions once in use and personal belongings were also popular,
followed by craftwork, ephemera, and publications. Participants described their chosen items as
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representing people, the identity of the family, experiences, places, and life today. Petrelli et al.
found that the selection process was important, as individuals preferred to reconstruct memories
from selected cues rather than from a lifelog that recorded all life events.
Writing from an archival perspective, McKemmish (1996) addresses maintaining behavior from
the point of view of institutional archivists who maintain personal collections. Although she did
not distinguish between digital and paper collections, McKemmish examined several personal collections of authors. According to McKemmish, evidence of the social uses of personal archival collections
can be found in the writings of many popular authors and she examines their writing in her study.
Like Kirk and Sellen (2010) and Kaye et al. (2006), McKemmish found that personal archiving
served additional purposes beyond the retrieval of items for future use.
The results reported in this article are part of larger study, in which the first stage was reported
in Cushing (2013). Cushing (2013) found that individuals could differentiate between personal digital
information by using the concept of digital possessions. Cushing applied Belk’s (1988) and Sividas
and Machliet’s (1994) concept that individuals can perceive their physical possession to contribute
to their identity, to digital possessions to determine what characterized self extended in an digital
environment. Furby (1978) identified several characteristics of physical possessions, the most significant
being that possessions describe a use, are used to accomplish a means to an end, and are maintained.
Digital possessions are distinguished from all other personal digital material because these digital
objects deemed possessionsare characterized as a) providing evidence of the individual, b) representing
the individual’s identity, c) recognized as having value, and d) exhibiting a sense of bounded control.
One of the larger goals of the study was to explore digital possessions and their implications for
maintaining personal information. Part of maintaining personal information is maintaining it in the
form of a digital legacy a conceptual collection of related digital possessions. Therefore, it was
natural to report these findings in two different articles: Cushing (2013) narrowly focused on digital
possessions, while this article focused on the broader perspective of a collection digital possessions,
or a digital legacy.
While not specifically reporting findings related to the self or identity, Marshall’s work on personal
digital archiving should not be ignored. In the reports of various studies, Marshall (2008a/2008b)
and Marshall, Bly and Brun‐Cottan (2006) outlined problems and challenges associated with personal
digital archiving, or behavior related to maintaining digital material. Marshall and Marshall et al.
identified four main attributes, challenges and/or tasks associated with personal digital archiving:
digital stewardship/curatorial effort, distributed storage, long term access, and value and accumulation.
To ensure long‐term survival of digital material, individuals should not ignore collections and let
them grow haphazardly, decisions needed be made about what to keep and what to delete. Deciding
what to keep was linked with assessments of value at a specific point in time: valuable stuff stayed
and stuff of little value was deleted. This made sense in theory, but Marshall et al. (2006) discovered
that people put off making value judgments, engaged in spontaneous clean up, and relied upon
periodic loss to limit their digital collections. Still, individuals desired a sense of control over their
digital belongings. Like curatorial effort, people did not like to make value judgments.
In order to reign in growing individual collections of belongings that may or may not be valuable,
Marshall et al. (2006) called for the development of “heuristic notions of value.” These heuristics
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would be imbedded in personal archiving systems in order to assist people with the cognitive burden
of making value judgments. Marshall et al. observed that people expressed value by demonstrated
worth, or how often the item was replicated, the creative effort invested in the item’s creation,
the time spent creating the item, the item’s stability, and the emotional impact that the item had
on them.
Marshall’s research raised an important consideration for the preservation of personal material:
that individuals resist engagement in maintaining decisions because the task can be cognitively
taxing and time consuming. Therefore, any attempt to work with creators must address the motivation
of the creator, and the studies above suggest that identity building and/or display may provide
such motivation.

2.3. Theories of collecting behavior
The above studies on working with creators and maintaining behavior suggest that information
professionals have a potential role for assisting creators with maintaining their personal digital material.
Individuals may be motivated to engage in the cognitively taxing task of maintaining activities
related to identity construction and display. Building on Cushing’s (2013) definition of digital possessions, theories of collecting behavior can be applied to collecting digital possessions, which
may be of use when working with creators. Like Cushing’s digital possessions, items that an individual
considers to be part of a collection are brought together and distinguished from all other items.
According to Rigby and Rigby (1944), collecting has been defined as an “impulse” related to
“the instinct to live.” (p. 3‐4). A collection has consisted of objects that were selected by the collector
and related to each other in someway. A collection should have boundaries. Often, boundaries
have been imposed for financial reasons, and so that completion could appear to be attainable
(Rigby & Rigby, 1944). Belk (1995) has defined collecting similar to Rigby and Rigby: “the process
of actively, selectively and passionately acquiring and possessing things removed from ordinary
use and perceived as part of a set of non‐identical objects or experiences” (p. 67).
Belk, Wallendorf, and Holbrook (1991) further defined collecting as “a form of acquisition and
possession that is selective, active and longitudinal. A necessary condition is that the objects, ideas,
beings, or experiences derived larger meaning by their assemblage into a set” (p. 182).
Pearce (1992) has likened collecting to a “non‐utilitarian gathering” of related things (p. 50).
In addition, collecting involved selection, acquisition, and disposal. Pearce also acknowledged the
collector in her definition: a collector should acknowledge a collection as such, and the collector
should imbue the collection with a specific value.
According to Pearce (1992), three modes of collecting have existed: “souvenirs,” “fetish objects,”
and “systematics.” Souvenirs were related to each other through their relationship with the collector
and his life history. A refrigerator magnet collection consisting of refrigerator magnets from each
place an individual has visited could be considered a souvenir collection. Fetish objects were objects
of desire and were usually rare. A collection of Impressionist art would qualify as a Fetish collection.
Lastly, a systematics collection usually consisted of natural history objects and belonged to scientists:
these collections helped scientists distinguish between species (Pearce, 1992).
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Muensterberger (1994) defined collecting as “the selecting, gathering, and keeping of objects
of subjective value” and did not include a statement about boundaries, limits or value (p. 4). Like
Belk and Muensterberger, Pearce (1995) agreed that selection was key in the collecting process:
“the selection process clearly lies at the heart of collecting” (p. 23). According to Pearce, collecting
involved the desire to control and organize, and included “hunting behavior.”
McIntosh and Schmeichel (2004) have defined a collector as an individual “motivated to accumulate
a series of similar objects where the instrumental function of the objects was of secondary (or
no) concern and the person did not plan to immediately dispose of the objects”; a definition similar
to the above definitions of collecting (p. 86).
These definitions of collecting highlight the importance of selection and value, which can be
related to constructing a digital legacy. If constructing a digital legacy involves the same boundary
building that is involved in collecting, the boundary building may play an important role in the
process of selecting which personal digital material to maintain for a digital legacy.

3. Method
This exploration of participants’ definitions of a digital legacy and the characteristics of the digital
possessions that constitute a digital legacy was conducted as part of a larger study that explored
the characteristics of digital possessions, as well as self extension to possessions in a digital environment,
which are reported in Cushing (2013). The main research questions explored by the study reported
below relate to 1) how individuals define the concept of a digital legacy and 2) how individuals
characterize the digital possessions they would consider maintaining for a digital legacy. Cushing
(2013) identified the characteristics of digital possessions. The study described below applies the
concept of digital possessions to a digital legacy by exploring digital possessions as a curated collection
of material.
The study was conducted in two parts. In Part 1 of the study, participants were interviewed about
their definition of a digital legacy in order to understand their definitions of the general concept.
In addition to gain qualitative data about individuals’ definitions of a digital legacy, the data
collected from the interviews was used to develop a corpus of statements (Q sample) that would
be used for the Q sort tasks.
Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. Pseudonyms were assigned to all names mentioned
by participants in the interviews. The interview data was analyzed using NVivo 8 following the
guidelines of Miles and Huberman (1994). Categories of analysis were developed from the interview
guide, as well as data that emerged from the semi‐structured interviews, and then coded using
NVivo.
In Part 2 of this study, Q method was used to determine individuals’ opinions about the digital
possessions that they would consider to be a part of a digital legacy. Q method utilizes psychometric
principles and statistical applications to measure individuals’ points of view about a specific topic.
Using standard Q method technique (Mckeown & Thomas, 1988), a set of 60 statements (known
as the Q sample) was developed from the most frequently mentioned characteristics during the
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interviews about the characteristics of digital possessions, as reported in Cushing (2013). Figure
1 displays the process of Q sample creation: several participants mentioned that their digital possessions
reflected their personality during the interviews. The validity of the Q method study comes from
the development of the Q sample.
“Well they are very personalized, they are very much
mine…they reflect my personality because I
customize them.” (participant 1AF)
“these [digital possessions] are personally reflective
of me and things I’ve chosen to make open [to the
public].” (participant 2AF)
“…what you leave behind of yourself, um things you
keep so all your family, my son or my daughter if
they would want to look back and see what I was
like, what kind of person I was.” (participant 7BM)

Q sample statement on virtual
card, taken from FlashQ
sorting program.

Fig. 1. Example of the process of creating Q sample statements

The Q sample was structured according to the concept of archival value, which correspond withFurby’s (1978) and Belk’s (1988) concepts of possessions (possession level) as a hierarchy to provide
structure, which is displayed by Figure 3. As discussed in the literature review, archivists use the
concepts of primary and secondary value to appraise material for addition to an archival collection.
While the concepts had not been applied previously to personal archiving behavior, these concepts
of value were apparent in the characteristics of digital possessions described in the Cushing (2013)
interview data that was used to create the Q sample.
Archival Value

Possession Value

Fig. 3. Q Sample Structure, interpretation of statements
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Archival value states that items with potential for preservation have a primary value: the item
is preserved because of the purpose for which it was created, or a secondary value: the item is
preserved because it has taken on a value different from the purpose for which it was originally
created (Pearce Moses, 2005). These archival values correlate with the values that Belk (1988)
Furby (1978), and Schultz (1989) found to exist when individuals considered their relationships
with their physical possessions. Table 2 displays the Q sample statements.
Table 2. Q sample statements
#

Q sample statement

Archival value

Possession value

3

I maintain it to retain digital public samples

Primary

Purpose for maintaining

29

I maintain it in case I ever need it again

Primary

Purpose for maintaining

31

I want it to be secure

Primary

Purpose for maintaining

33

It's useful as a record

Primary

Purpose for maintaining

34

I have an impulse to maintain it

Primary

Purpose for maintaining

4

It helps me forget

Primary

Use to accomplish a goal/task

5

It helps me fulfill a (perceived) duty

Primary

Use to accomplish a goal/task

8

It helps me achieve my goals

Primary

Use to accomplish a goal/task

17

It helps me sort things out

Primary

Use to accomplish a goal/task

19

It helps me function

Primary

Use to accomplish a goal/task

24

It allows me to reflect on things

Primary

Use to accomplish a goal/task

37

It's something I modify myself

Primary

Description and use

38

It's for work/school, its professionally related

Primary

Description and use

39

It keeps me connected

Primary

Description and use

41

It's accessible anywhere

Primary

Description and use

44

It's aesthetically pleasing

Primary

Description and use

47

I don't think of it as a possession

Primary

Description and use

51

It's easy to use

Primary

Description and use

54

I can categorize it

Primary

Description and use

60

There is no hard copy of it

Primary

Description and use

6

I share it with the public

Primary

Description and use

1

I have control over it

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

11

It acts as a witness to creativity

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

12

It contains information about me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

16

It helps me communicate with people

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

18

It helps me remember

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

20

It helps me remember my childhood

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

21

It is evidence of my witnessing

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

22

It is mine and no one else's

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

23

It reflects my personality

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

25

It represents a history/chronology

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

26

It represents a shared experience

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

27

It represents a side of me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

30

It represents change in me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

32

It represents my experiences

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

35

It represents my family

Secondary

Self extension characteristics
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#

Q sample statement

Archival value

Possession value

36

It represents my thoughts

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

40

It represents quirks about me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

42

It represents the best of me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

43

It represents what I'm in to

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

45

It represents who I am now

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

46

It shows my background

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

48

It's a holistic representation of myself

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

49

It's a time capsule of who I am

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

50

It's a visual representation of a memory

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

52

It's important to me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

53

It's nostalgia

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

55

It's something I create

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

56

It's something I want to hold onto

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

57

It's something I want to leave behind for others after I die

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

58

It's unique to me

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

59

Other people wouldn't be interested in it

Secondary

Self extension characteristics

7

I would be upset if it were lost/deleted

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

2

I look at it/open it frequently

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

9

I wouldn't feel right deleting it

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

10

I've spent a lot of time with it

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

13

It gives me a sense of pride

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

14

It gives me joy

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

15

It has sentimental value

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

28

It represents a time investment

Secondary

Attachment characteristics

Next, the Part 2 participants were directed to “reflect on the digital item that you most want
to maintain for your digital legacy.” These directions to first reflect on a personal digital item allowed
participants to rank the statement cards with their own item in mind. This is significant, as it allows
the researcher to quantify opinions about the issue at hand relevant across all participants, not the
digital item. Opinions about a personal digital item, not an abstract digital item, can be compared.
Once the participant had identified the item, they were instructed to sort the Q sample statements,
keeping this item in mind while completing the sort. The “it” to which the Q sample statements
refer is each individual participant’s identified digital possession that they would most like to maintain
for a digital legacy.
Participants ranked their agreement with the Q sample characteristics statements along a‐5 to
+5 distribution, in response to directions to sort the [statement] cards according to “least representative
of my view” to “most representative of my view.” Figure 2 displays the computer program FlashQ,
which participants used to sort the virtual statement cards along the virtual distribution. FlashQ
allows the participant to sort the statement cards on a computer screen and automatically recorded
the statement scores.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of sorting the Q sample along the quasi‐normal distribution

The data was then factor analyzed using the computer program PQMethod, aprogram developed
to conduct Q factor analysis. PQMethod produced factors that represented a group of participants
who ranked the Q sample similarly, along with the average score of the statements that most represented
the factor (Schultz Kleine, Kleine& Allen, 1995). Schlinger’s (1969) formula was to determine significant
Factor loadings: 3*1/ √n. Factors were then discussed in detail.
By sorting the statements along the distribution with their selected personal digital possession
in mind, the researcher was able to compare individuals’ varying opinions about the characteristics
of digital possessions that each individual used to define their personal digital legacy. Q method
allowed the researcher to quantitatively measure individuals’ points of view about the concept of
a digital legacy and their own items they would like to maintain for a digital legacy. The participant
is only prompted to “reflect on the digital item…” so that they can utilize their own frame of reference
to explore the concept of maintaining for a digital legacy.

3.1. Population
Participants were recruited using a campus wide listserv, posters displayed at various locations
in the local area, and word of mouth. Quota sampling, stratified by sex and age, was used to
create six sample groups. According to Whittaker and Hirschberg (2001) individuals tend to assess
value in their personal collections during periods of transition. Therefore, Levinson’s theory of
life stage transitions was used to create the age groups (Levinson, 1990). According to Levinson,
individuals experience life stages during several age ranges. The life stages utilized in this study
include Early Adult (ages 18‐24), Mid Adult (ages 38‐47), and Late Adult (ages 58‐67). Study
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Groups A, B, C and D, E, and F correspond to these life stages, as displayed by Table 1. Interview
participants were assigned a number, a group letter (A‐C) and a gender identified (F or M). For
example a participant identified as “2CM ” was assigned the number “2,” was assigned to Age
Group “C ” (ages 58‐67) and was male, designated by “M.” Participants were not identified by
occupation.
Table 1. Study sample groups
Group
Part 1: Interviews

Age

Size

A
B
C

18‐24
38‐47
58‐67

8
7
8

Early Adult
Mid Adult

D
E

18‐24
38‐47

16
16

Late Adult

F

58‐67

16

Early Adult
Mid Adult
Late Adult
Part 2: Q method

4. Findings
4.1. Part 1: Characteristics of a digital legacy
In Part 1 of the study, 23 participants were interviewed in a conference room about their definitions
of a digital legacy in order to explore participants’ understandings of the general concept.
When asked to define a digital legacy, most participants reported that they had not heard or
used the term in the past. Once the question was posed, some participants began to question what
might happen to their digital possessions after they died. One participant in the 18‐24 Age Group
expressed that thinking about her legacy after death was “morbid,” and something she resisted.
Most members of the 58‐64 Age Group were more comfortable discussing a legacy after death.
Despite unfamiliarity with the term, most participants were able to provide a definition of the term
digital legacy. The most commonly expressed characteristics used to describe a digital legacy were
that a digital legacy:
∙ displays a progression, tell a story
∙ represents the individual (in a good light)
∙ provides evidence of the individual, usually on the internet
∙ is created or manipulated by the individual
∙ specifically maintained/developed for people other than the individual
An exploration of these characteristics provides a wider understanding of how individuals define
a digital legacy and potential uses for the concept.
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4.1.1. Displays a progression, tells a story
Several participants clearly expressed that time was a key element in a digital legacy. According
to these participants, a digital legacy displayed a progression through time with a beginning, middle
(and potential) end. These participants envisioned the digital legacy as an unfolding story of an
individual’s life, much like a biography. Participant 1AF described the breadth of a digital legacy:
“I would say a digital legacy comprises of digital possessions that show as start point and progression.
Whether that be in a person’s life, or they have digital possessions that kind of pinpoint certain times
in their life or whether it shows their growth in a certain area of life as like whatever their talents
and skills are whether it be in computers or art or writing or law making, that sort of thing.”

While Participant 1AF was more relaxed with the guidelines of a digital legacy, Participant 3BF
was adamant that a digital legacy not only have a beginning and end, but that it also be consistent,
without any gaps:
“I think that the idea of a legacy is that there would be um no gaps in it, so I think that it’s, it
would be to me, a legacy would be a complete picture as opposed to just intermittent or sporadic
pop‐ins.”

The beginning and end of the digital legacy had to “look different”, which would demonstrate
growth and/or change:
“I guess that’s kind of showing the progression of someone throughout their life I guess through
digital possessions, I guess through pictures and whatnot, you can really see how someone changes
through these sort of these pictures, through time.” (Participant 4AM)

“Journey”, “picture” and “story” were often used to describe a digital legacy relating to this
characteristic. This finding supports Petrelli et al.’s finding that “people want to compare today
and the future” when remembering (p. 7).

4.1.2. Represents the individual (in a good light)
While most participants agreed that the focus of a digital legacy was a specific individual, several
participants further defined the content of a digital legacy by stating that it should represent the
individual in a positive aspect. This concept introduces the issue of who has control of a digital
legacy, which was previously discussed by McKemmish (1996). Most individuals who stated that
a digital legacy should represent an individual in a flattering light also thought that the individual
should have the ability to control the creation of the digital legacy, alluding to a collection with
boundaries.
It was not uncommon for individuals who discussed this characteristic to state that professional
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accomplishments should be included in a digital legacy:
“I guess like I would think of um, somebody’s accomplishments being preserved in a digital form
so what comes to mind are like um, published papers or something like that” (Participant 5AF).
“I think [a digital legacy] would demonstrate a level of skill, of professionalism…it’s your reputation”
(Participant 4BF).

While Participants 5AF and 4BF believed that a digital legacy consisted of accomplishments,
participant 4AM wanted to “weed” his digital legacy of evidence of himself that he described
as “immature.” McKemmish (1996) reported similar results in her exploration of personal recordkeeping
behavior: individuals or the family members of individuals would try to control a legacy by destroying
some written evidence of the individual. Other notable figures attempted to control their legacy
through the records they were willing to donate to institutional archives. Participant 4AM comments
support McKemmish’s (1996) findings:
“I guess the benefit to a digital legacy verses a physical one is that whoever controls the digital
files can control what image that digital legacy leaves, and so I feel like things that do not represent
me I guess do not represent who I view myself as ‐I would want to get rid of it.”

4.1.3. Provides evidence of the individual, usually on the Internet
Some participants were quick to link a digital legacy with their Internet behavior, specifically
postings comments in forums. These participants cautioned that one must curate their digital legacy
(or digital footprint) carefully, so that, in Participant’s 2AF’s words, it “doesn’t come back to haunt
you.” According to Participant 6BM, his digital legacy consisted of “too many things [he] said
on the Internet forums late at night after too many beers.” This finding conflicts with the characteristic
that a digital legacy should only reflect an individual’s positive qualities, which again raises the
issue of control. While participants who spoke of a digital legacy as evidence of their behavior
that was publically available on the Internet were conscious how the behavior may “come back
to haunt them,” they accepted this lack of control as a reality of the digital age. While the desire
existed to control one’s “digital footprint,” participants accepted the bounded control the digital environment provided, which was also discussed by Cushing (2013) as a characteristic of digital possessions.
Whether positive or negative, almost all individuals agreed that a digital legacy was public:
“I would tie it to the Internet a lot‐I think, and so it’s just kind of the um, the sum of everything
that is directly traceable to you, that is like on the Internet. So like if you were to Google yourself,
like what would come up and just, or even on Facebook, like all of the things that you posted and
so just whatever is out there for people to see, and can be traced back to you” (Participant 2AF).
“What people can see on your Facebook wall” (Participant 8AM).
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4.1.4. Is created or manipulated by the individual
Whether good or bad, most participants agreed that a digital legacy consisted of items created
or manipulated by the individual. While individuals could have many digital items on their hard
drive or in their webspace, only those that bore the unique “touch” of the individual could be
considered part of their digital legacy:
“If I created it then you know I would consider it my digital legacy…I don’t think something can
be my legacy that I’ve just bought, you know?” (Participant 2CM)
“A record of all your thoughts, stored electronically…all your documents” (Participant 5AF).

Participant 5CF described this creation and manipulation more broadly:
“It would be digital objects that had um, a person had consciously acquired either through creation
or through just acquisition.”

The “consciously acquired” aspect of this definition also recalls research on collecting behavior:
collectors often viewed their collections are representations of themselves, mainly through the act
of bringing together items that adhered to self‐defined boundaries (Belk, Wallendorf, & Holbrook,
1991).

4.1.5. Specifically maintained/developed for people other than the individual
While participants did not always agree on who would control the creation of a digital legacy
or the content of the legacy, most participants agreed on a purpose: that it benefited other people,
specifically one’s children. When discussing a digital legacy, several participants expressed that they
had no desire to create a digital legacy, specifically because they did not have children.
“I don’t have children, I’m not that close to the other members of my family, um my husband…I
wouldn’t expect him to outlive me by much, so you know I mean he could…ya know, who would
want it? Who would want my digital legacy, I’m not sensing people will be um, clamoring for it”
(participant 5CF).

Those that did mention having children expressed that the digital legacy, and the preservation
of any digital possession that extended beyond their life, was for their children:
“things that I guess I’ve created like pictures that have signif‐, important information, connect to
me and are an important part of our family that I would like to keep” (Participant 6CM).
“I would have to say is what you leave behind of yourself, um, things that you keep about your
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family, or my son or my daughter would want to look at to see how I was like, what kind of a
person I was back then, and what I was growing up, what I am now, or what I was now for whatever
reason” (Participant 7BM)

Some participants mentioned that digital possessions could be of use at funerals, to create digital
memorials that can be made available online or through Facebook, and that such products would
be considered part of a digital legacy. Participant 2CM described this concept as “a fond farewell
to family and friends.”
Overall, these five characteristics described the purpose (for other people), context (tells a story;
created or manipulated by the individual), and tone (a positive light or potentially negative evidence
available to the public via the Internet) of a digital legacy. However, participants were only interviewed
about general descriptions of a digital legacy, not the specific content of which a digital legacy
consists. Part 2 of the study explores the concept of a digital legacy by exploring participants’
descriptions of items of which a digital legacy would consist.

4.2. Part 2: Significant Characteristics of the Digital Possessions that Compose a Digital Legacy
In Part 2 of the study, 48 participants ranked 60 statements characterizing the digital possessions
that they would consider maintaining for a digital legacy. The 60 statements (the Q sample) were
created from common utterances reported in the interviews that explored the characteristics of digital
possessions, reported in Cushing (2013). As displayed by Figure 1, the language from commonly
coded areas of the interview transcripts was used to create the Q sample statements.
The 48 participant sorts were analyzed using Q factor analysis, using the computer program
PQ Method.PQ Method provided factor loadings for each of the 60 statements in the Q sample.
Each of the five factors represents a distinct opinion about the characteristics of the digital possessions
that participants would like to maintain for a digital legacy. The participants that load onto one
distinct factor shared opinions and thoughts about the characteristics of the digital possessions that
they would choose to compose their digital legacy. It is important to note that the participants that
loaded on a similar factor perceived common characteristics of the digital possessions they would
consider maintaining for a digital legacy, not common digital possessions.
This data allowed the researcher to understand that five significant viewpoints exist that describe
the characteristics of the digital possessions that individuals would like to maintain for a digital
legacy. Table 3 displays the factor loadings for each participant. Forty‐one of the 48 participants
displayed a significant loading onto one factor, suggesting that seven of the 48 participants did
not hold a strong opinion about the issue at hand. Digital photos were the most common digital
possessions chosen. In addition, Facebook, digital music, and personal websites were also chosen.
However, as detailed above, the most significant data was the opinions about the digital items,
not the digital items themselves. Defining sorts for each Factor (cluster of individuals who similarly
ranked the statement cards for each sorting task) are bolded, based on Schlinger’s (1969) formula
to determine significant Factor loading: 3*1/ √n.
Table 3 displays the significant factor loadings (in bold) for each participant, organized by age.
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For example, the first row lists the factor loadings for Participant 5: the figure in the column for
factor one is bolded, so Participant 5 loaded onto Factor 1.
Table 3. Factor matrix (participant’s significant loading in bold)
Participant #
5

1
0.3823

2
0.0525

3
0.0782

4
‐0.0706

5
0.1857

Age Group
18‐24

Sex
female

9
12
14

0.3918
‐0.0447
0.4658

0.0243
0.5287
0.1341

0.2995
‐0.1286
0.4142

0.1595
‐0.0553
‐0.0012

0.2736
0.1692
‐0.0615

18‐24
18‐24
18‐24

female
female
female

15
16
18

0.043
‐0.047
0.0095

0.0803
‐0.0934
0.1015

0.6691
0.1396
‐0.0312

‐0.0567
0.5652
0.0678

‐0.102
‐0.07
0.1721

18‐24
18‐24
18‐24

female
female
female

24
1
2

0.0535
‐0.1302
‐0.1011

‐0.1357
‐0.0428
‐0.2782

0.3344
‐0.2663
‐0.0701

0.0889
0.2109
‐0.0475

0.0837
0.126
‐0.3577

18‐24
18‐24
18‐24

female
male
male

21
22
25

0.0408
‐0.1841
‐0.2728

‐0.3758
‐0.0018
‐0.0173

‐0.0734
‐0.0228
0.1661

‐0.0392
0.043
0.0125

0.0327
0.3257
0.0918

18‐24
18‐24
18‐24

male
male
male

42
45
46

0.4823
‐0.2363
0.1094

0.2095
0.2183
0.1532

0.2633
0.3076
‐0.0451

‐0.0183
0.0371
0.4545

‐0.0561
‐0.2871
‐0.0913

18‐24
18‐24
18‐24

male
male
male

19
20

1
0.192
0.005

2
‐0.0205
0.1761

3
‐0.0059
0.4197

4
0.3936
0.0762

5
0.1194
‐0.0584

Age Group
38‐47
38‐47

Sex
female
female

23
28
29

0.131
‐0.1079
0.4413

‐0.1794
‐0.1492
0.277

‐0.0451
0.0783
‐0.1174

‐0.3537
‐0.2212
‐0.0484

‐0.1131
0.5408
0.0146

38‐47
38‐47
38‐47

female
female
female

30
31
41

0.2818
0.497
0.3747

0.4046
‐0.1071
0.1603

0.1127
0.1189
0.1837

‐0.003
0.1444
0.0394

0.1096
‐0.0767
0.2513

38‐47
38‐47
38‐47

female
female
female

48
10
26

‐0.2502
0.1713
0.0959

0.2684
0.2325
0.4262

0.2235
0.433
‐0.3543

0.1018
0.2314
‐0.0354

0.0865
0.1022
0.0811

38‐47
38‐47
38‐47

female
male
male

32
34
35

0.1455
0.0433
0.2386

0.1185
‐0.0291
0.0595

‐0.3433
0.0372
0.0181

‐0.4041
‐0.5126
0.0172

0.0223
‐0.0009
0.5579

38‐47
38‐47
38‐47

male
male
male

36
44

0.369
0.0944
1

‐0.2044
0.32
2

0.0808
0.4207
3

‐0.329
‐0.002
4

‐0.0131
0.185
5

38‐47
38‐47
Age group

male
male
Sex

3
4
6

0.3749
0.2005
‐0.123

‐0.0329
0.081
‐0.2494

0.4825
0.2702
‐0.1709

‐0.2838
0.3962
0.404

0.0574
‐0.1262
0.0555

58‐67
58‐67
58‐67

female
female
female

7
8
11

0.0327
‐0.2444
‐0.2054

0.3239
0.1696
‐0.2881

0.0607
0.153
0.0464

0.0101
‐0.3807
‐0.0098

0.0911
‐0.2367
0.4654

58‐67
58‐67
58‐67

female
female
female

13
27

0.5389
0.5208

‐0.0397
‐0.1385

‐0.1473
0.4305

0.2917
0.0367

‐0.1154
0.0706

58‐67
58‐67

female
female
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0.0457

0.2378

‐0.1095

0.0068

0.6608

58‐67

male

33
37
38

0.0999
0.0849
‐0.0116

0.3537
‐0.037
‐0.2784

0.3135
0.2779
0.2968

0.1098
‐0.0838
‐0.1902

0.0513
‐0.0075
‐0.0312

58‐67
58‐67
58‐67

male
male
male

39
40
43

0.0479
0.0057
0.316

‐0.4187
0.418
0.1947

‐0.1131
‐0.0228
0.1926

0.1389
0.0062
0.1683

0.2374
‐0.0584
‐0.1477

58‐67
58‐67
58‐67

male
male
male

47
% variance
explained by
each Factor

0.5756

‐0.0648

0.2269

‐0.2022

0.056

58‐67

male

7

5

6

5

5
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Table 4. A sample of digital possessions loading onto Factors 1‐5, with corresponding sex and age
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Use & Purpose

Evidence, purpose,
& use

Uniqueness &
memories

Memory aid

Attachment

photos

digital photos

photos

blog

Facebook

music

Facebook
digital photos

rowing records
from HS crew
team on HS website
digital photographs
photos

Facebook
information
(profile info
Facebook
digital photos

Mp3s of me
performing with my
salsa band
my ac cappella
groups webpage I
maintain
digital photos
digital photos

nonprofessionally
created art
digital photographs

personal
letters/email
digital photos

digital photos

a memorial book
about my mother

digitized letters
from grandparents

Book manuscript

personal writings
my music I have
written and recorded
photo album
2010 tax return
digital photos

digital
images/pictures of
me and people
around me.

email files

digital photo
collection

financial records
photos

photos

digital photos

procedural docs from
work

pictures and stories of
family vacations
photographs
11
male
female

8
male

female

7
male

female

9
male

female

6
male

female

27%
73%
63%
37%
43%
57%
33%
67%
67%
33%
18‐24 38‐47 58‐67 18‐24 38‐47 58‐67 18‐24 38‐47 58‐67 18‐24 38‐47 58‐67 18‐24 38‐47 58‐67
46% 27% 27% 25% 25% 50% 29% 43% 29% 22% 44% 33% 33% 33% 33%

As is standard in Q method, each factor will be explored in order to understand the significant
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characteristics each factor describes. The most and least indicative statements determine the characteristics of each factor and are described below. Q sort statements are listed as being associated with
primary (P) or secondary (S) value. Digital photos and Facebook profiles were the most commonly
selected digital possessions, across all factors.

4.2.1. Factor 1, “Use and purpose”
Table 5. Distinguishing statements for Factor 1, “Use & Purpose”
Factors

Archival
Value

Possession Value

P

Description & use

There is no hard copy of it.

5

1

3

0

‐4

P

Description & use

It's easy to use.

5

4

‐2

1

2

S

Attachment characteristics

I would be upset if it were lost/deleted.

4

‐3

0

2

0

P

Purpose for maintaining

I have an impulse to maintain it.

4

‐1

2

0

‐1

P

Purpose for maintaining

I maintain it to retain digital public samples.

4

‐3

5

5

‐3

S

Self extension characteristics

It's something I want to leave behind
for others after I die.

4

1

0

‐4

1

P

Description & use

It keeps me connected.

3

‐4

‐1

‐5

0

P

Description & use

I don't think of it as a possession.

3

1

1

‐2

‐4

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents the best of me.

‐3

2

4

0

5

S

Self extension characteristics

Other people wouldn't be interested in it.

‐4

0

2

‐1

1

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents who I am now.

‐4

0

‐2

0

0

P

Use to accomplish goal/task

It helps me fulfill a (perceived) duty.

‐4

1

‐3

‐2

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It contains information about me.

‐5

0

‐2

1

0

S

Attachment characteristics

I look at it/open it frequently.

‐5

2

0

1

‐3

Statements

1

2

3

4

5

rnk rnk rnk rnk rnk

Eleven participants loaded onto Factor 1. Table 4 displays the demographics of participants who
loaded onto Factor 1, as well as a sample of the digital possession they had in mind when completing
the sorting task. As is displayed by Table 4, common digital possessions were used for reflection
across all factors. Participants were not asked to provide additional detail about their chosen digital
possession, as data collection focused on gathering information about their opinions about the possessions, rather than basic detail on the possessions themselves. While all age groups were represented,
the majority of participants who loaded onto Factor 1 fell into the 18‐24 Age Group and werefemale.
Most participants who loaded onto Factor 1 chose digital photos as the digital possession they
would most like to maintain for a digital legacy.
Table 5 displays the defining statements for Factor 1, the average ‐5 to +5 distribution ranking
for the statement, as well as the archival value category and possession value category linked with
the statement, as reported in Table 2. According to Table 5, participants who loaded onto Factor
1 favored primary archival values when ranking the characteristics of the digital possession they
would most want to maintain for a digital legacy. “There is no hard copy of it” and “It’s easy
to use” were both ranked +5 and are associated with primary value and “description and use.”
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Over all, four of the eight positively ranked statements were associated with “description and use”
at the possession level. From these statement rankings, it is evident that participants who loaded
onto this factor were most concerned with a possession’s descriptive characteristics and the possession’s
potential future use when considering which digital possession to maintain. This finding is bolstered
by the negatively ranked statements of the factor, demonstrating a strong distaste for self extension
characteristics. The statements that loaded onto factor 1 demonstrate that participants valued possessions
for how they were intended to be used, not for the possessions’ ability to contribute to identity.

4.2.2. Factor 2, “Evidence, purpose, and use”
Table 6. Distinguishing statements for Factor 2, “Evidence, purpose & use”
Archival
Value

Factors
Possession Value

Statements

1

2

3

4

5

rnk rnk rnk rnk rnk

S

Self extension characteristics

It acts as a witness to creativity.

‐1

5

‐2

‐5

0

P

Use to accomplish goal/task

It helps me function.

1

5

3

2

2

P

Description & use

I can categorize it.

0

5

‐3

0

‐1

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents a side of me.

2

4

2

1

‐1

P

Description & use

It's easy to use.

5

4

‐2

1

2

P

Use to accomplish goal/task

It helps me forget.

‐2

3

0

0

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents quirks about me.

‐1

3

5

‐5

‐2

P

Description & use

It's something I modify myself.

1

‐3

‐1

0

‐1

S

Attachment characteristics

I would be upset if it were lost/deleted.

4

‐3

0

2

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It's nostalgia.

2

‐4

2

4

‐5

P

Description & use

It keeps me connected.

3

‐4

‐1

‐5

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It reflects my personality.

1

‐4

‐1

3

‐2

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents a shared experience.

‐2

‐5

‐4

‐3

2

S

Attachment characteristics

It has sentimental value.

2

‐5

1

‐3

5

S

Self extension characteristics

It is evidence of my witnessing.

‐5

‐5

‐5

‐2

‐2

According to table 6, eight participants loaded onto Factor 2. In contrast to Factor 1, 63% of
the participants loading onto Factor 2 are male and most fell into the 58‐67 Age Group. While
the positively ranked statements were associated with a mix of primary and secondary values, participants who loaded onto this Factor favored digital possessions for how they could be used (“It
helps me function,” “It helps me forget”), such as providing evidence (“it acts as a witness to
creativity”). In addition, the data suggests that the possessions would represent parts of their identity
(“It represents a side of me,” “It represents quirks about me”), but not all of it. While these participants
imbued their chosen possession with some characteristics of self extension, the negative statement
rankings suggest that they would not go so far as to agree with statements that suggest their possession
could completely represent their identity.
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4.2.3. Factor 3, “Uniqueness and Memory”
Table 7. Distinguishing statements for Factor 3, “Uniqueness and memories”
Factors

Archival
Value

Possession Value

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents quirks about me.

‐1

3

5

‐5

‐2

P

Purpose for maintaining

I maintain it in case I ever need it again.

2

0

4

‐2

‐2

S

Self extension characteristics

It's a visual representation of a memory.

1

‐1

3

‐4

0

Statements

1

2

3

4

5

rnk rnk rnk rnk rnk

P

Description & use

It's something I want to hold onto.

0

0

3

‐1

1

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents my experiences.

0

2

‐4

‐2

‐1

S

Use to accomplish a goal/task

It helps me achieve my goals.

0

1

‐5

0

‐2

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents my family.

‐2

0

‐5

3

3

Seven participants loaded onto Factor 3 (Table 7). Males and females loaded equally onto this
factor, and half of all participants who loaded onto this factor were member of the 38‐47 Age
Group. Participants who loaded onto this factor were slightly more likely to perceive secondary
value in their digital possession, as demonstrated by the positively ranked statements (“It represents
quirks about me,” It’s a visual representation of a memory”). According to the table, these self
extension characteristics were associated with the self and one’s own memories, in contrast to one’s
family and experiences, as suggested by the negatively ranked statements.

4.2.4. Factor 4, “Memory aid”
Table 8. Distinguishing statements for Factor 4, “Memory aid”
Archival
Value

Factors
Possession Value

Statements

1

2

3

4

5

rnk rnk rnk rnk rnk

S

Self extension characteristics

It helps me remember.

2

2

0

5

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It helps me remember my childhood.

‐2

‐2

2

4

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It's nostalgia.

2

‐4

2

4

‐5

P

Purpose for maintaining

It's useful as a record.

‐2

‐4

‐3

4

‐5

S

Self extension characteristics

It reflects my personality.

1

‐4

‐1

3

‐2

S

Attachment characteristics

It has sentimental value.

2

‐5

1

‐3

5

S

Self extension characteristics

It's a visual representation of a memory.

1

‐1

3

‐4

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It's something I want to leave behind for
others after I die.

4

1

0

‐4

1

P

Description & use

It's for work/school, its professionally related. 2

‐2

4

‐4

5

P

Description & use

It keeps me connected.

3

‐4

‐1

‐5

0

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents quirks about me.

‐1

3

5

‐5

‐2

S

Self extension characteristics

It acts as a witness to creativity.

‐1

5

‐2

‐5

0
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According to Table 8, nine participants loaded onto Factor 4. More females than males loaded
onto this factor, and half the participants were members of the 38‐47 age group. Most of the statements
that positively loaded onto this factor were associated with secondary values. Participants who loaded
on this factor strongly believed that their digital possession could act as a memory aid, as suggested
by the positively ranked statements (“It helps me remember,” “It helps me remember my childhood,”
“It’s nostalgia”). These participants’ ability to perceive their possessions as imbued with memories
is clearly associated with characteristics of self extension, a secondary value.

4.2.5. Factor 5, “Attachment”
Table 9. Distinguishing statements for Factor 5, “Attachment”
Factors

Archival
Value

Possession Value

S

Attachment characteristics

It has sentimental value.

2

‐5

1

‐3

5

S

Self extension characteristics

It's important to me.

3

2

0

‐1

4

P

Description & use

It's aesthetically pleasing.

‐3

‐2

0

1

4

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents a time investment.

0

‐2

‐4

2

3

P

Description & use

I share it with the public.

‐1

0

‐1

2

‐3

S

Attachment characteristics

I look at it/open it frequently.

‐5

2

0

1

‐3

P

Description & use

There is no hard copy of it.

5

1

3

0

‐4

P

Description & use

I don't think of it as a possession.

3

1

1

‐2

‐4

P

Description & use

It's accessible anywhere.

5

4

2

0

‐4

S

Self extension characteristics

It represents change in me.

‐3

‐2

1

‐3

‐5

S

Self extension characteristics

It's nostalgia.

2

‐4

2

4

‐5

Statements

1

2

3

4

5

rnk rnk rnk rnk rnk

As displayed by Table 9, six participants loaded onto Factor 5. Considering the positively ranked
statements, participants loading on Factor 5 most associate their chosen digital possession with
secondary values. The highest ranked statement (“It has sentimental value”) is associated with attachment, which can be perceived as a “step above” self extension, as attachment is defined by self
extension characteristics, as well as an emotional connection and personal history with the possession.
Findings suggest that these participants were motivated to maintain their digital possessions due
to the deep connection they feel to the possessions. This is supported by the negatively ranked
statements that are in stark contrast with attachment characteristics, such as “I don’t think of it
as a possession.”

4.2.6. Summary
Collectively, Factors 1 through 5 represent participants who perceived the digital possessions
that they would most like to maintain for a digital legacy as associated with increasing levels of
characteristics associated with the concept of secondary value. Participants who loaded on Factor
1 perceived digital possessions to only marginally contribute to their identity and opted for statements
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more closely associated with primary value, while for participants loading onto Factor 5, digital
possessions significantly contributed to their sense of identity, a secondary value. This finding suggests
that most individuals that engage in maintaining a digital legacy would approach the task understanding
that digital possessions contribute to their identity at one of five incremental levels, as delimited
by the factors. The finding that participants across all factors chose similar digital possessions (digital
photos and/or Facebook) suggests that this “level of self extension” in which a digital possession
can be imbued varies according to individual, not type of possession. If a participant perceived that
one of their digital possessions represented them, then they will perceive most of their digital possessions
to represent them. In contrast, if the participant perceived one of their digital possessions to contribute
little to their identity, then they will likely perceive most of their digital possessions in the same
manner. A participant’s conceptual understanding of their digital possessions as a collection had
the most influence on digital legacy, while type of digital possession had little effect. The digital
possessions that contributed to a digital legacy did so for the personal value with which they were
imbed, not because of their primary properties. A digital photo was not significant for it’s properties
as an image, but rather the individual sense of meaning the photograph provided.
These findings suggest that a “one size fits all” approach to maintaining digital possessions for
a digital legacy that preference specific types of digital items will be insufficient, as individuals
will perceive all their digital possessions that they would consider maintaining for a digital legacy
similarly. Information professionals who attempt to assist individuals with maintaining their digital
legacy would be wise to learn at what level the individual perceives their digital possessions to
represent their identity, before helping them select what to maintain items to maintain for a digital
legacy. For some individuals, identity will be an important characteristic of their digital legacy,
and for others it will not matter much at all. An individual’s stated purpose of maintaining a digital
legacy will also play an important role.

5. Discussion
When combined, the results of Part1 and Part 2 of the study can provide detailed information
about how individuals define a digital legacy as a general concept (Part 1), as well as a collection
of possessions (Part 2). Part 1 results established that participants defined a digital legacy according
to purpose, context, and tone. As a general concept, digital legacies:
∙ display a progression, tell a story (context);
∙ represent the individual (in a good light) (tone);
∙ provide evidence of the individual, usually on the internet (tone);
∙ are created or manipulated by the individual (context);
∙ and are specifically maintained/developed for people other than the individual (purpose)
These findings suggest that the act of maintaining a digital legacy is similar to an act of collecting:
boundaries are created and the items that are added to the collection have a secondary value, as
was discussed by Belk (1995) and Rigby & Rigby (1944) as removed from use. However, Part
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2 of the study found that participants described the digital possessions that they wanted to maintain
for a digital legacy according to a mix of characteristics associated with primary and secondary
values. The mix of the characteristics depended on the individual, with some participants favoring
more primary value classified statements and other participants favoring more secondary value classified
statements. There were five distinct combinations of characteristics (factors) overall.
Previous research indicates that collecting behavior is associated with secondary value (Belk,
1995; Belk et al., 1991; McIntosh & Schmeichel, 2004; Muensterberger, 1994; Pearce, 1992; Rigby
& Rigby, 1944). The question then arises: are the participants from Part 2 of the study that loaded
onto factors that favored characteristics classified as primary values acting as collectors? Or, can
the practice of maintaining a digital legacy only be considered an act of collecting for those individuals
that perceive secondary value in their digital possessions? It is possible that the participants who
preferred more primary value characteristics aligned more closely with Jones’ (2008) maintaining
for later, rather than “maintaining for our lives and beyond,” of which the concept of a digital
legacy more closely aligns. Future research is needed to parse this issue. The findings of this study
indicate that collecting theory will be useful as researchers continue to explore the concept of a
digital legacy as a sum of digital possessions.
In previous research on personal digital archiving, the act of personal archiving was often reinforced
with motivations of preserving self and identity (Kaye et al., 2006; Kirk &Sellen, 2010). This
is similar to how scholars of collecting theory explain the act of collecting. Several archival scholars
have suggested promoting personal archiving with this connection to the concept of the self and
identity (Cox, 2008; John et al., 2010). The findings from Part 2 of this study suggest that promoting
personal archiving as related to identity could appeal to individuals who imbue their digital possessions
with secondary value (with opinions and belief similar to those participants who loaded onto Factors
3, 4 and 5), but not all individuals (those participants loading onto Factors 1 and 2). Therefore,
it is important to understand individuals’ unique personal relationships with their own digital possessions, so the marketing of personal archiving on the basis of identity could be calibrated for
each individual. The hurdle then becomes how information professionals could most efficiently
gather information about an individual and their opinions and beliefs about their digital possessions,
in order to explain and promote maintenance of personal digital material to meet each individual’s
needs.
This study was exploratory, and was a first attempt at exploring how individuals differ in their
understandings of a digital legacy and the characteristics of the possessions that compose a digital
legacy. More research is needed to understand the different combinations of archival values with
which individuals associate their digital collections. While linking personal archiving to the concept
of identity will appeal to some individuals, it will not appeal to all. Those individuals who do
not prefer secondary values should not be ignored by the information literature. It will be important
for research to continue to explore personal archiving behavior beyond the concept of identity in
order to fully understand all motivations for preserving personal digital material for a digital legacy.
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6. Conclusion
While Part 1 of the study found that participants used five specific characteristics to define the
concept of a digital legacy, Part II of the study found that individuals described the digital possessions
that make up a digital legacy using characteristics associated with five combinations of primary
and secondary values (factors). Maintaining a digital legacy was associated with secondary values
for some participants, which was similar to previous definitions of the act of collecting. In working
with these “secondary valuers” or more fittingly “imbuers,” information professionals can utilize
previous research on collecting theory, especially research that is associated with identity. For other
participants, maintaining a digital legacy was closely associated with characteristics that represent
the primary value of the digital items. This raised questions as to whether maintaining a digital
legacy is analogous to the act of collecting, or if maintaining a digital legacy can only be considered
an act of collecting in some cases. The study above begins to explore the issue of the digital
legacy and how it has potential to be used as a resource for information professionals as they
attempt to address personal digital archiving with users. Finally, while connecting the concept of
identity with personal digital archiving may appeal to some individuals, it will not appeal to everyone.
As archivists and librarians continue to promote personal digital archiving best practices, it will
be important to explore how these may be marketed to meet the unique needs of all individuals,
not just those individuals concerned with identity. Future research needs to explore how individuals
may still want to maintain their digital possessions without a consideration of identity.
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